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SUMMARY	 OF POOR QUALITY
If
A numerical procedure has been developed for the aerodynamic
force and moment analysis of V/STVL aircraft operating in the
transition regime between hover and conventional forward flight.
The procedure specifically treats the interaction between the
jets and airframe as well as the effect of turbulent flow
separation on the w:.ng and plain wing trailing edge devices. The
overall methodology employs three previously existing computer
programs for the calculation of the jet properties and inviscid
parameters, plus a newly developed method for predicting wing
viscous effects.
The trajectories, cross sectional area variations, and nass
•	 entrainment rates of the jets are calculated by the Adler-Baron
Jet-in-Crossflow Program. The inviscid effects of the
interaction between the jets and airframe on the aerodynamic
properties are determined by use of the MCAIR 3-D Subscnic
Potential Flcw Program, a surface panel method. In addition, the
MCAIR 3-D Geometry Influence Coefficient Program is used to
calculate a matrix of partial derivatives that represent the rate
of change of the inviscid aerodynamic properties with respect to
arbitrary changes in the effective wing shape.
For each baseline configuration, the calculated quantities
from the second and third proyrams above establish an input file
to the MCAIR Stalled Wing Analysis Program (SWAP). The purpose
iii
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It of SWAP is to calculate the surface pressure distribution, forces
and moments on the aircraft in the presence of wing viscous
effects including turbulent flow separation on the wing and
unslotted wing trailing ed,3e devices.	 The viscous-inviscid
interaction is explicitly modelled by a first order coupling
between mathematical expansions of the inviscid and %iscous flow 	
l
methods.
	
SWAP can be employed for wing alone geometries, 	 1
wing-fuselage	 combinations,	 as	 well	 as	 wing-fuselage-jet
configurations.
The complete calculation procedure is described with mathema-
tical formulations presented for the Stalled Wing Analysis Pro-
gram. Example solutions are presented that demonstrate the
accuracy, numerical stability, and efficiency of the jet-aircraft-
viscous interaction methodology.
iv
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INTRODUCT ICN
An automated method is presented for predicting the aero-
dynamic performance of complete V/STOL aircraft operating out of
ground effect in the transition regime between hover and con,len-
tional forward flig';1,t. In transition, the large het infection
angles, low aircraft velocity, relatively low Reynolds number,
and high trailing edge flap deflection.i lead to strong viscous
aerodynamic-propulsion interactions that have a substantial
effect on aircraft forces and moments (Figure 1).
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I' The specific flow phenomena that , rodLce these large inter-
actions are presented in Figure 2. Although the blockade and
mass entrainment of the jets have a substantial effect on the
surrounding aerodynamic flow field, the effect of the airframe on
the properties of the jets-in-crossflow is typically very weak.
This fact allows the het centerline trajectory, cross-section
geometry, and entrainment rate to be calculated by an independent
(decoupled) jet-in-crossflow method.
SEPARATED WAKE ON CONTROL SURFACES/WING
JET BLOCKAGE
AND ENTRAINMENT
FIGURE 2. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION: VISTOL TRANSITION FLOW FIELD
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e surrounding aerodynamic flow field were ineompress-
& -, - ..— inviscid I a surface pa ►iel method could be applied to
calculate the induced forces and moments on the airframe surface
(Reference 2). Panelled Sets with surface suction would
represent the effects of Set blockage and entrainment. However,
in the transition mode there can be large regions of separated
flow associated with highly deflected control surfaces or high
angles-of-attack.	 Panel methods are appropriate for analyzing
the f:ow :n the presence of regions of separation if the panelled
geometry includes the viscous displacement surface. The problem
is to solve for the displaced surface; the difficulty is that the
solution is dependent upon strong viscous-inviscid interactions.
l
In the past decade several methods have been developed for
predicting_ the incompressible aerodynamic forces ano moments of
two dimensional airfoils in the presence of turbulent flow
separatio lReferences 3-7). Most of these methods empiri:ally
model the turbulent flow separation region by constant pressure
from the separation point to the airfoil tra3lLny edge with some
method for closing off the wake t:ownstream. This bypasses the
heed to perform complex computations within the viscous separated
region. An inverse two-dimensional potential flow methoti is
to "design" the streamline contour that satisfies the
ant pressure conditions on thr separated wake.
With the development of three-dimensional wing inverse poten-
flt^w for design) methods lReferences 6-11),	 tho expectation
1
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was that finite wing viscous-inviscid interactions including
turbulent flow separation would be forthcoming. Huwever,
reliable methods had not been developed for sevaral reasons.
First, most of the two dimensional viscous- inviscid interaction
procedures utilize simple iteration between distinct viscous-only
and inviscid-only calculation steps. 	 This procedure can be
numerically unstable and often regVires man- in-the- loop
corrections to insure ac_uracy and numerical stability. Second,
accurate three-dimensional conventional panel methods and desi•;n
methods are expensive to use. Iterating between a panel method,
a viscous calculation method, and a design method for five or
more iterations for each angle-of-attack can be prohibitively
expensive. Third, until recently the design methods suffered
from numerical instabilities that precluded the accurate and
efficient coupling to viscous methods. All of these difficulties
should be dealt with simLiltaneously when considering the finite
wing viscous-inviscid interaction problem.
Three i.cent advances have overcome the mayor difficulties
with three dimensional viscous-inviscid interaction predictions.
In 1980 the Mc, xonnell Aircraft Company (Ml:A1R) Stalled Airfoil
Analysis Prugram (K,-ference 7) was developed for the reliable
prediction of :-D airfoi ll forces ana moments in fully attached or
turbulent separated flow In 1 1181, the MCP%IR 3-D Perturbation
Analysis Method ;Reference 12! was ieveLoped under contract to
NASA, Langley Research Center, for the accurate and inexpensive
4
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inviscid solution corresponding to arbitrary small perturbations
to wing-fuselage geometries. In 1982, the MCAIR 3-D Subsonic
Wing Design Program (Reference 11) was developed under contract
to NASA, Langley Research Center, for the accurate, inexpensive,
numerically	 stable	 design	 of	 wing-on-fuselage	 geometries
corresponding to prescribed pressure distributions.
This report presents a method developed at MCAIR for the
analysis of jet-airframe wing viscous-inviscid interactions
including turbulent flow separation on the wing or plain win,,,
trailing edge devices. The method, the Jet-Aircraft-Viscous
Interaction (JAVI) Program, represents the synthesis of the three
advances that make possible accurate, 	 numerically stable
solutions to the 3-D viscous flow problem. 	 Furthermore, by
incorporating complex aircraft configurations through the use of
the panel method,	 the approach is applicable to wings,
wing-fuselage combinations, and wing-fuselage-jet configurations.
This report presents the complete calculation procedure for
treating jet, airf rame. and wing viscous interactions. The four
different computer programs employed are discussed. Mathematical
formulations for the wing viscous-inviscid interaction analysis
are presented with example solutions that demonstrate the
accuracy and stability of the method. Conclusions and
recommendations are presented.
5
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CALCULATION PROCEDURE FOR JET-AIRFRAME-VISCOUS INTERACTIONS
The computation of the aerodynamic performance of V/STOL air-
craft in transition out of ground effect requires the use of four
computer programs:
(a) Adler-Baron Jet-In-Crossflow Program (JICP; Ref 13)
(b) MCAIR 3-D Subsonic Potential Flow Proyram (SPFP; Ref
12)
(c) MCAIR 3-D Geometry Influence Coefficient Proyram (GICP;
Ref 12 )
(d) MCAIR 3-D Stalled Wing Analysis Program (SWAP)
It is assumed the the flow is incompressible and that the follow-
ing quantities are known: (1) airframe geometry, (2) the free-
stream angle of attack and unit Reynolds number, (3) the engine
inlet ma,, s	 flow,	 and	 (4)	 uniform nozzle exit conditions
(injection angle and jet to freestream velocity ratio).
Furthermore, it is assumed that the jets are incompressible and
turbulent, and any trailing edge device is unslotted.
The calculation procedure is depicted in Fiyure 3. The
first step is to determine the het properties under the assump-
tion that airframe influence on the jets is negligible. Each jet
WJinjection angle,	 J, and Set -to-freestream velocity ratite, WJ
are converted by JICP to jet centerline trajectory, cross sec-
tional geometry, and mass entrainment rate. The jet geometry is
M
6
W'.d
W"
WJ
W"
JET-IN-CROSS FLOW
PROGRAM
AIRFRAME
BASELINE GEOMETRY
W" 3-D PANEL METHOD
(0 ) 10.0. 9o•
GEOMETRY INFLUENCE
COEFFICIENT PROGRAM
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panelled and connected to a panelled representation of the
baseline aircraft geometry (aircraft without viscous displacement
thickness). The mass entrainment of the jet is represented by
suction distributed over the )et panels.
JET GEOMETRY AND
MASS ENTRAINMENT RATE
(a0'13z1)a
=01
	
VISCOUS GEOMETRY,	 3-0 STALLED SWEPTR	 WING PROGRAM
	
OD
	 (ITERATION REQUIRED)
CL, C O - CM . Cl
FIGURE 3. CONFIGURATION VISCOU S 'VVISCID ANALYSIS PROCEDURE
AiA
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The baseline configuration is converted to a distribution of
inviscid surface pressure and an aerodynamic influence
coefficient matrix by SPFP. The output from this program is used
as input to GICP, which calcular.es a matrix of Fart;.al deriva-
tives. Each element of this matrix represents the rate of change
of the inviscid perturbation potential on the surface with
respect to arbitrary changes in the wing displacement. GICP is
executed twice corresponding to angles-of-attack of zero and
ninety degrees.
The output from SPFP and GICP are used as input files to
SWAP, which uses the inviscid perturbation matrices from GICP to
extrapolate for the pressure solution corresponding to the
desired angle-of-attack and calculated wing displacement surface.
The wing effective shape is determined iteratively along with the
distribution of pressure over the aircraft surface. Forces and
moments are determined by integration of pressure over the
aircraft and surface shear stress over the winy.
The remainder of this section is devoted to a description of
the four programs. More detailed descriptions of the first three
programs are available in the literature (References 12 and 13),
and the mathematical formulation for SWAP is presented in the
next section.
8
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The Adler-Baron Jet-In-Crossflow Program (Reference 13) con-
verts the jet injection: angle and jet-to-freestream velocity
ratio to the jet centerline trajectory, cross-sectional area
variation, and mass entrainment rate. The method is applicable
to incompressible turbulent Sets and is based on two integral
momentum equations. One of these is in the direction
perpendicular to the jet centerline, and the other is in the
direction parallel to the jet centerline. The mass entrainment
rate, needed to solve these equations, is based on a linear
combination of straight jet entrainment (no crossflow) and vortex
pair entrainment.	 Integration of the two momentum equations
along the jet centerline requires a knowledge of the velocity
distribution over the jet cross section. The contour of Set
velocity at the boundary between the jet and freestream is
determined by calculating the displacement of two-aimensional vor-
tices initially seeded on the nozzle exit. The vortices simulate
the shear layer between the jet and surrounding flow. The inner
contours of progressively higher velocity are generated by
solving Poisson's equation, which is an empirical mathematical
model.	 A detailed discussion of the procedure is found in
Reference 13.
The Jet-In-Crossflow Program is restricted to one isolated
jet issuing from a flat plate into freestream. Due to the weak
effect of the airframe on the Set, it is reasonable to calculate
9
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the jet properties in isolation. For multiple ]ets, the program
is executed once for each Set. Furthermore, for tandem bets, as
is the case for the YAV-8B, the upstream het exerts a large
influence on the downstream one, and the jets tend to coalesce.
For multiple jets with interaction and coalescence, the method of
Wooler (Reference 14) is used to determine the blockage effects
of the upstream jet on the downstream _;et. The merged single jet
properties are determined to a first approximation by simply
combining the effects of the individual jets without coalescence.
A demonstration of the accuracy of JICP is shown in Figures
4-6, where the predicted jet centerline trajectory, cross-
sectional area ratio, and entrained mass flux are compared with
experiments (Reference 15). The agreement is good for the cases
examined.	 20
16
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41	 Subsonic Potential Flow Program
The MCAIR 3-D Subsonic Potential Flow Program (Reference 12)
is a surface panel method that is based on the combined source-
doublet distribution of the classical third identity of Green
(Reference lb). The advantages of this combined source-doublet
distribution for a surface panel method are well documented
(Reference 17). The mathematical formulation employs a constant
source distribution and a quadratic doublet distribution on each
panel, where the solution singularity strengths are determined by
satisfying indirect internal perturbation potential boundary
conditions (Reference 18). The flow velocity on each panel is
then established from local velocity-sinyularity relationships
associated with Green's third identity,	 instead of direct
summation of the influences of the sinyularities on all the
panels. The method is formulated with a GL8thert type
compressibility correction; however, this option is not used in
the present method. A detailed discussion of the method is found
in Reference 12.
This panel method is used to calculate the airframe inviscid
pressure distribution induced by the aircraft forward velocity
plus the blockage and mass entrainment effects of the Sets. A
demonstration of the accuracy of the panel method is presented in
Figure 7, where the YAV-dB wing pressure distribution in conven-
tional flight (.5u M, , d.-4° angle-of-attack) is compared to wind
tunnel data (Reference 1).	 The ability of the panel method to
12
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model geometric details is reflected in the accuracy of the
surface pressures at 25% semispan, where the effect of
protruding nozzles is substantial. Wind tunnel surface pressure
data for the YAV-8B in V/STOL transition is not available for
comparison with analytical predictions; however, detailed
pressure data are available for a sinyle circular jet emanating
from a flat plate into a uniform crosaflow (Reference 19).	 In
Figure 8, the geometry for the panelled jet was calculated by the
Adler-Baron method. In the surface panel method, the effect of
the mass entrainment is simulated by distributed normal
velocities on the jet panel surfaces. The pressure distribution
on the plate calculated by the panel method agrees well with
experimental data, except in the wake of the jet (Figure 9).
Although the separated wake of a het-in-crossflow represents an
important aerodynamic problem that requires further
investigation, it is beyond the scope of the present effort. The
good agreement for this jet-plate combination demonstrates that
the treatment of the jet decoupled from plate is satisfactory.
Geometry Influence Coefficient Program
The formulation for this program is similar to the conven-
tional panel method with one ma3or exception. In each step of
the solution process, the derivative of each quantity with
respect to geometric coordinates is established, rather than the
quantity itself. This process culminates in the generation of a
k	 13
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matrix of partial derivatives of potential with res
trary	 geometric	 perturbations.	 The	 complete
formulation is described in Reference 12.
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FIGURE 7. YAV•68 AT 6.4 0 ANGLE-OF-ATTACK I N CRUISE MODE
ma, = 0.50
The purpose of establishing the inviscid perturbation matrix
is to eliminate the repetition of computationally expens^v%: steps
corresponding to a series of small arbitrary geometry perturba-
tions to a given baseline configuration. By running this program
twice at angles-of-attack of zero and ninety de 5 rees and using an
automated extrapolation procedure incorporated in SWAP, the dis-
tribution of surface pressure, corresponding to arbitrary angle-
of-attack and small geometry perturbations to the baseline, can
k	 14
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be calculated at small expense. The method is very accurate for
lazye changes in wing camber and twist, characteristic of wing
viscous displacement effects. This extrapolation procedure is
called the Perturbation Analysis Method (Reference 11).
FIGURES. PANELING FOR A FLAT PLATE AND CIRCULAR JET•IN•CROSSFLOW
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f As illustrated in Figures 1U-15, the Perturbation Analysis
Method is accurate for surprisingly large geometry ;perturbations.
The low aspect ratio wing of Figure lU with constant NACA 0012
section geometry was selected as a baseline panelled
configuration. The section geometry was then perturbed twice,
first to form a supercritical wing and second to form a fighter
wing (Figure 11). Computed results for the perturbed geometries
(Figures 12-15) are nearly iaentical to the virtually exact
solutions obtained using a conventional surface panel method, but
the computing expense is more than an order of magnitude less.
Stalled Wing Analysis Program
The objective of the Stalled Wing Analysis Program is to
r
`	 determine the wing effective shape (viscous displacement surface)
and the resulting distribution of surface pressure over the air-
craft. JICP and SPFP are each executed once for each case to be
analyzed. GICP is executed twice. The data needed to run SWAP
are stored as permanent input files. The analysis of the
geometry over a range of angles-of-attack and different Reynolds
numbers may be then accomplished by SWAP without having to rerun
any of the first three computer g rograms.
16
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FIGURE 10. BASELINE WING PANELING FOR DEMONSTRATION
OF PERTURBATION ANALYSIS METHOD
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CRITICAL)
WING B(FIGHTER)
FIGURE 11. TEST CASES FOR THE PERTURBATION ANALYSIS METHOD
The procedure in SWAP is to (1) extrapolate the inviscid
pressure distribution for the anyle-of-attack and latest estimate
for the wing effective shape, (2) calculate the viscous flow
parameters and the difference between the de!:ired :onditions that
define the wing effective shape and the actual calculations, (3)
linearly couple the inviscid and viscous parameters to determine
the changes in the effective shape necessary to simultaneously
satisfy the desired conditions to first order, (4) update the
effective shape, and (5) repeat steps (1) through (4) to
convergence. The forces and moments are determined by
integration of pressure over the aircraft surface and wall shear
stress over the wing. The mathematical formulation ana example
solutions are presented in the next two sections.
d
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Exact solution	 0.525	 0.0285	 —0.1340	 Perturbation
analysis solution	 0.532	 0.0297	 —0.138
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0 , SWAP is operational on the MDC Cyber 175 and is accurate and
reliable for fully attached flow. The methoa requires further
development for separated flows as expected reliability has not
been achieved. Prediction at angles-of-attack below maximum lift
are satisfactory; however, as maximum lift anyle-of-attack is
approached, the method has difficulties with both convergence and
accuracy. These problems are being investigated with solutions
expected in the near future.
MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION FOR STALLED WING ANALYSIS PROGRAM
The Stalled Wing Analysis Program (SWAP) is formulated to
allow for turbulent separation on the wing and one full span
plain wing trailing edge device.	 Short bubble type laminar
t separation is allowed and is treated as the point of transition
to turbulence. Long bubble laminar separation or bubble burst is
not treated.
The method is based on the hypothesis that there exists a
viscous displacement surface (wing effective shape) on which the
pressures calculated by potential theory agree with the viscous
pressures on the surface of the wing. The formulation requires
(1) a set of conditions, called the theoretical model, that
specify this displacement surface, (2) numerical methods for
determining the surface pressure and boundary layer growth, (3) a
specialized, discretized representation of the geometry and (4) a
calculation procedure for determining the geometry that satisfies
the theoretical model. Each of these topics is discussed.
23
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f	 Theoretical Model for Wing Effective Shape
The set of conditions that specify the wing effective shape
is depicted in Figure 16. The viscous displacement of the
laminar boundary layer and the forward half of the length of the
turbulent boundary layer on both upper and lower surfaces is
neglected. The transition of the boundary layer from laminar to
turbulent flow is considered instantaneous and is determined from
one of three empirical correlations for mainflow transition,
crossflow transition, and laminar separation. For the aft half
of turbulent attached flow, the effective wing shape is the
conventional representation of the wing plus boundary layer
displacement thickness, S*. The location of the turbulent
separation line is based on a critical value of the mainflow boun-
dary layer shape factor, H, which is representative of vanishing
wall shear stress in the mainflow direction.
The separated viscous wake model is based on empirical obser-
vations. First, the pressure within the separation region along
the wing surface in the chord.wise direction is approximately
constant. Downstream of the wing trailing edge, the viscous wake
is divided into two regions, referred to as the fore and aft
trailing viscous wakes. The fore ware is allowed to have
thickness and camber, whereas the aft wake is very thin having
only camber. The wake camber line is specified by the condition
that the wake cannot support a force, _`Cp = U. The thickness
distribution in the fore wake is determined by requiriny the
`	 24
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chordwise pressure recovery on this surface to be linear from the
value at the wing trailing edge to approximately freestream at
the end of the fore wake.
/ // //////SOLID BOUNDARY REPRESENTS FUSELAGE /
TRAILING
WAKE
Ct =0
WING +b.
A	 SEPARATED
WAKE
	
TURBULENT SEPARATION 	 JCP = 0
	
POINT: C, x
 =0	 dCP
^cp =
WING
+b. CONSTANT dx = CONSTANT
VIEW A•A
FIGURE 16. THEORETICAL MODEL FOR VISCOUS•INVISCID INTERACTIONS
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The inviscid trailing wake is modelled as a sheet of
constant streamwise vorticity extenaing far downstream. The
effect of the roll up of the flap .nd wing tip vortices is
consiaeled to be small compared to the effect of viscous
separation and is not modelled.
Selected Numerical Methods
The numerical methods were selected based on accuracy and
numerical stability. As mentioned in the previous section, the
pressure solution is determined by incorporating the logic of the
Perturbation Analysis Method (Reference 12). In addition to the
accuracy and efficiency previously discussed, this method offered
the advantage of providing a mathematical formulation for
calculating a matrix, whose elements correspond to the rate of
change in the velocity at each panel center with respect to
arbitrary displacements to the panel cornerpoints. This matrix
is necessary to linearly couple the inviscid and viscous
conditions of the theoretical model.
The selected methods for determining the boundary layer
growth on the wing surface are depicted in Figure 17. Along the
attachment line, the laminar flow, transition, ana turbulent flow
are predicted by the methods due to Rosenhead, Pfenninger, and
Smith (References 2u, 21, and 22), respectively. The laminar
flow characteristics are predicted by the Cooke method (Reference
23).	 Mainflow and crossflow transition are determined by
26
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empirical correlations due to Miche l (Reference 24) and Gross
j	 '^%eference 25i. The	 --bulent flow characteristics are predicted
by the method due to Smith (Reference 26). The separation loca-
tion is determined by the mainflow shape factor exceeding a value
of 2.0.
LAMINARTRANSITION
(COOKE)	 — MAINFLOW (MICHEL)
\	 — CROSSFLOW (GROSS)
ATTACHMENT LINE	 I TURBULENT
— LAMINAR (ROSENHEAD) 	 (SMITH)
— TRANSITION (PFENNINGER)
— TURBULENT (SMITH)	
___^A
FIGURE 17. SELECTED BOUNDARY LAYER METHODS
All of these methods are integral boundary layer methods,
or, in the case of the transition prediction methods, analytical
representations of empirical curve fits. The empirical curve
fits were selected primarily because efficient, accurate, analyti-
cal methods are not available for predicting three-dimensional
transition. The integral boundary layer methods were selected
for their accuracy and numerical stability. While not as accu-
rate as finite difference methods in predicting detailea boundary
layer parameters, the integral methods are entirely sufficien.',
for	 calculating	 the	 ylobal	 effects	 of	 viscous-inviscid
interactions on the total forces and moments.
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^r	 Geometric Representation -: Wing Effective Shape
A right-hande6 Cartesian coordinate system is employe
the inviscid calculation methods. X is taken in the chor
direction from leading to trailing edge with positive Y poi;
outward from wing root for a right handed wing. All geo;
indexiny for the wing proceeds from the viscous wake tra
edge along the upper surface to the lower surface viscous
trailing edge. Changes due to viscosity to the bas
configuration (jets-fuselage-wing without viscous effects)
allowed only on the wing surface. Thus, even though the pre
of fuselage and jets is accounted for by the panel m
calculation, the viscous-inviscid analysis procedure treats the
wing as if it were isolat-d.
1
'The geometric representation of the wing effective shape
must interface with the Perturbation Analysis Method (Reference
12), which is used to compute the inviscid pressures. This
method represents the effective shape as displacements in the Z
direction from the baseline (Figure 18). These displacements are
applied at the geometric defining stations, the panel corner
points. The wing geometry is represented by panels with lines
connecting corner points in the chordwise direction called
defining span stations. 	 However, all span stations cannot be
independent since the number of prescribed pressures in the
theoretical	 model	 must	 exceed	 the	 number	 of	 yeometric
perturbations for numerical stability (Reference 11).
	 The even
28
numbered span stations on the wing are consi,
dependent upon the two surrounding odd numbered span stations.
FIGURE 18. GEOMETRIC DESCRIPTION OF WING EFFECTIVE SHAPE
The viscous flow computations employ a body fitted non-
orthogonal coordinate system (Figure 19), where A' is the surface
distance from the upper surface viscous wake trailing edge, ante
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FIGURE 19. VISCOUS FLOW COORDINATE SYSTEM
Y' is parallel to the leading edge sweep. rho wing surface is
considered flat with V taken in the positive Z direction on the
Upper surface and in the negative Z direction on the lower -sur-
face -	 rile Surface distance to the panel cornerpoints, x', is
given by:
i-1
X , i	 `:	 LlXl+l - \^)` + (Z3+1 - . 3 ) 2 ]	 ll)
3'31
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^.hdrd jl 1s the first panel ^ornttrpoint OI1 this •bail st at ton. 	 .:'
is Aetdrmined by first dlvidlny dash of the 111 ,10pon'tant Spall st d-
t	 Into	 fOLlrtddll	 loss ible	 V ISCO LIS	 re91011s	 L Figure	 -10)
' tei 'dtl' i1m) on the physics of the flow.	 Displacamdnt of the wing
dfrdctive -Ilal`d is I1e,11dCted III I-0 -goons u-9.	 1'he ' iisplacdutwrlt of
the rdmal.nilly raylotIS is :eprosented by cubic polynomials basd.1
upon the values (X', 	 , tl ' ) at the region endpoints (Figure :1 ),
^.hdrd ^ ' li meastlre, Ir e lat I ve to beksd l 1114	 •	 a.
the latast :iet of lndepen.lant rdylon endpoint comi1Cicn: s his Lv-cm
REGION NUMBER VISCOUS REGION
1 AFT UPPER SLIRFACk VISCOUS TRAILING WAKE
FORE ZIPPER SURFACE VISCOUS TRAILING WAKE
J' AFT UPPER SURFACE SEPARATED REGION
1 1 ' FORE UPPER SURFACE SEPARATED REGION
S AFT UPPER SURFACE TURBULENT FLOW
d FORE UPPER SURFACE TURBULENT FLOW
l UPPER SURFACE LAMINAR FLOW
I LOWER SURFACE LAMINAR FLOW
9 FORE LOWER SURFACE TURBULENT FLOW
to AFT LOWER SURFACE TURBULENT FLOW
11 • • FORE LOWER SURFACE SEPARATED REGION
AFT LOWER SURFACE SEPARATED REGION
13 FORE LOWER SURFACE VISCOUS TRAILING WAKE
14 AFT LOWER SURFACE VISCOUS TRAILING WAKE
..,.^..^„i^ ,, •.,w•uon ,• W..n , i At'060 .,, ^^•v ^^.,^• gym.
FIGURE 20. VISCOUS REGIONS ALONG SPAN STATIONS
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determined by the viscous-inviscid interaction procedure, the
displacements at the panel corner points, !Z in Figure 18, are
determined from:
^Zi = alyi3 + a2Si2 + a3^i + aq	 (2)
where
_ X' i - X'A	 (3)
X 'B - X-A
Z'
B^a
Z B
I
B„	
I
I^
z^	 I
I
I
X '.	 I	 XIB
FIGURE 21. UNKNOWNS THAT SPECIFY A VISCOUS REGION
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a l ,a 2 ,a 3 ,a 4 - functions of (-^' A ,Z' A' :^.A,\'S,Z'13, ^' 13 )	 (4)
The baseline confiyurat:in is allowed to have surface slope
discontinuities at the flap hinge line, if flaps are present, and
at the wing trailing edg;a- However the wing effective shape
must be continuous at all poi-its except where the fore wake loins
the aft Make (Figure 22) 	 The baseline discontinuities are
converted to a continuous dis,.)lacement surface by requiring:
0 A = e' * e p	 (5)
where
e' - ang le al.owed to change .wring perturbation
e'p = discontinuous angle in baseline
Thus e'p accounts for the kink in the baseline shape.
At the ~ore wake trailing edge the effective shape is
allowed to be discontinuous (See Figure 22). The downstream
angle, -,4 M, is required to be the bisector of the two upstream
angles, e' WU and e'WL:
Wu +	 h 	 (^)
vo"I -
i
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The discontinuity is artifically introduced by requiring e' and
7'p in equation (5) to be (on the upper surface):
e' = e' WM 	 (7)
a'p = 9 ' wv - 9 W
	
(s)
Similar equations are employed for the lower surface.
On the basis of numerical studies, it is reasonable to
represent the length of the fore wake as a linear function of the
thickness of the displacement surface at the wing trailing Edge
(See Figure 23). The curve shown in Figure 23 was generated from
numerous computer solutions for different airfoils and Reynolds
number by the Stalled Airfoil Analysis Program (Reference 7).
1
^. This program solves for this length by requiring the velocity to
be linear from the airfoil trailing edge value to approximately
freestream at the wake trailing edge. However, in the present
method, this procedure cannot be used due to the surface slope
discontinuity in the effective shape at this point.
The turbulent boundary layer is divided into two regions,
which are of equal length if flaps are not deflected or
separation occurs upstream of the hinge line. Otherwise, the
juncture between the two regions is fixed at the flap hinge line.
k	 34
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FIGURE 23. LENGTH OF THICK VISCOUS WAKE AS A FUNCTION OF DISPLACEMENT
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The polynomial representation of the displacement surface in
separated regions is made quartic in nature by the addition of
another unknown displacement Z' M , at the midpoint of the separa-
tion region. For these regions the displacement at panel
cornerpoints is given by:
Azi - ^ZC i + lb(Z'M - Z' MC )(^i4 - 25i 3 + `i 2 )	 (9)
where IZCi
 is given by equation (2) and ZMC is given by equation
(2) for rj - .5. Only one separation region is normally used on
either the upper (P=4) or lower surface (P=11). However, when
separation occurs ahead of the flap, both separation regions are
employed with the endpoint between the two fixed at the hinge
i	 line.
Incorporation of the above assumptions and approximations
and noting that the length of the trailing viscous wake is fixed,
results in a relatively small set of independent unknowns,
depicted in Figure 24 for the case of separation aft of the flap
hinge line on the upper surface. The number of unknowns per span
station can be as low as ten for no separation without laminar
flow and can be as high as twenty for separation ahead of flap
hinge line with laminar flow.
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FIGURE 24. INDEPENDENT UNKNOWNS FOR A SPAN STATION WITH UPPER SURFACE
SEPARATION AFT OF FLAP HINGE LINE
The set of independent unknowns across the wing can vary
from one independent span station to another. The complete set
of unknowns for the wing is stored in an array, called the
"g-array":
'91
	
Z'WE
92	 WE
Independent
Span = 1
WL
2
k10)
NSPANI
If-
dWE
4E
gNunk
The determination of the g-array that result
satisfying the conditions of the theoretic
specifies the desired effective shape.
Calculation Procedure
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The calculation procedure employed in the Stalled Wing Analy-
sis Program is depicted in Figure 25. It is assumed that the geo-
metric configuration to be analyzed has been previously analyzed
by the MCAIR 3-D Subsonic Potential Flow Program and MCAIR 3-D
Geometry Influence Coefficient Program. 'Thus, two matrices,
corresponding to zero and ninety degree angles-of-attack, are
available as input files. The elements of these matrices
represent the first order rate of change of potential with
respect to arbitrary changes in the AZ's on the independent span
stations on the wing.
The user provides as input the freestream Reynolds number
based on reference chord, velocity magnitude, and angle-of-attr-ck
range to be analyzed. In addition, the viscous geometry is
chosen by specifying the number of calculation points and yi
distribution for each viscous region. An initial guess for the
location of transition is chosen. The user also has options to
fix transition at the input value, specify that the boundary
layer flow on the wing be fully turbulent, or fix separation at
an input location.	 From these input values, the 9-array is
initialized.
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10 Equations (2) - (9) are employed to determine the set of -^ZJ
from the gk. The magnitude of the velocity at each panel center
i is determined from Green's third identity (Reference lo) ifter
the potential has been extrapolated from:
NKS	 .	 NKS 3,D.
9i	 cosa(,Dpi +	 l (.	 ) a ^U• .1Z^) + sina( Pgu•i+ '1 (^^1)a^9U'AZJ) ill)J	 J	 )	 J
where 
'DUi and DgUi are the baseline potentials corresponding :o
Y y V and 9U • from SPFP and NKS is the number of independent
perturbations, .1Z. The local velocity direction is determined
fro,a panel orientation, which allows the determination of the
velocity components in the X, Y, and Z directions (Wx, Wy, Wz)i-
The tangential components of the inviscid velocity, U and V in
the chordwise and spanwise direction are determined from:
U
WXi N Zi - 
WZi NXi
1	 (12)( NXi 2 + NZi 2 ) 1i2
where (N % , Ny, NZ)i are the components of the unit normal vector
for the ith panel. This definition of U provides a negative
value of U on the lower surface of the wing aft of the attachment
line. Thus, the location of the attachment line, the boundary
between the upper and lower surface laminar regions, can be aeter-
mined from the point at which U is equal to zero along each spar..
Nk
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The pressure coefficient at the panel center, Cp l , is calcu-
lated from Bernoulli's equation for steady flow:
Ui 2 + Vi2
Cp i	1 -	 Wm2
In addition, the rates of changes to U and V due to arbitrary
changes in the Z, can be calculated from equations (11) - 113)
and the velocity direction equation.	 These coefficients are
dU i	dVi
stored as =Z
 and TZ,. These matrices are converted to rates of
change with respect to changes in the g-array by:
dU i dU i dZ
dgk dZ j dgk	 (15 )
dV l dV l dZ
dgk d j`
dgk
	
lb )
dZ
The 9 is determined by differentiation of equations (2), (3),
(4), and (9).
The next step in the calculation procedure is to determine
the coiditions at the viscous calculation points, which are taken
along the panel centers. The tangential velocity components, U`
and V,, at these points are determined by cubic in^erpolation in
the V direction on Ui and Vi. Thus,
(14)
U : - b l U1-1 + b 2 U i + t 3 U i+1 + by U i+2 + b 5 \' V Z	 k li )
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where
b l ,b 2 ,b3,b 4 ,b 5 - coefficients based on interpolation routine
- functions of X'v
	 ( lti )
and the location of the matching point X'v^, is between Ui ana
I
f7i+1. From equations (17) and (18):
dU^	 dui-1	 dUi	 dUi+1
	
dUi+2
dgk 	 bl (19k+ b2 dgk + b3 dgk 	 + bq dgk (19)
5
abk	 dX'v^
	
+ (b5 + kE1 aX'vZ)	 dgk
Similar calculations are performed for V.
The values of X'v and Z'v are determined from the 9-array:
_	
(2)	
,X 
v t 	
-Y 1 + Y 2	 ' E
 (X BL - X'RL)
(2U)
(1)
	
+ .ly(1)+ y 2 ^	&t	 (X'BR - X'AR)
Z• 	 .y(2)	 Z.	 +	 'Y(1)
vZ	 ly(1)+Jy(2)	 L	 :.y(1)+,1y(2)	 R	 (21)
where -^y(l), and _'y(2) are defined in Figure 2b, L and R refer to
left and riyht independent span stations surrounding the panel
centers being calculated, ^, is the input value of
W
	
X'	 - X'A
til	
XI B 
_ 
X-A	
(22)
1	 ^
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A and B refer to re(;ion endpoint conditions.	 Z' L
 and %*	 are
dX'v	 (c^u'v,
determined from equations (2), (3), (4) and (9). 	 Z and
dgk	 dgk.
are determined by differentiating equations (2U) and (21).
AYO )
DY(2)
X
FIGURE 26. SCHEMATIC OF BOUNDARY LAYER CALCULATION POINTS
Cnce the inviscid conditi(:n a are established at the boundary
layer calculation points, the viscous parameters can be deter-
mined. In addition to the inviscid parameters previously
discussed, the boundary layer calculation routines .iquire grad-
ients in the X and Y directions of the velocity components U and
V: UX , Uy, V X , Vy. The X direction gradients are established by
differentiating equation (17) for U x
 and the analog for V X . The
43
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Y direction gradients are calculated from differentiation of a
quadratic curve fit in the Y direction. These terms are also dif-
ferentiated with respect to y to establish the perturbation
matrices.
The boundary layer calculation methods are based on the hypo-
thesis that the viscous flow can be divided into components in
the mainflow and crossflow direction with the components behaving
much like two-dimensional flow. A sketch of the boundary layer
coordinate system is depicted in Figure 27. The angle between
the projection of the external streamline onto the surface and
the X' axis, denoted Y, is the direction of the mainflow. The
crossflow direction is taken perpendicular to this direction in
ILhe positive Y' direction. The angle between the mainflow
direction and the limiting wall streamline, the direction of
surface shear, is denoted d. This angle is a measures of the
maynitude of the skewing in the Z' direction of the flow with the
boundary layer and is a measure of how three-dimensional the
viscous flow is. All of the viscous calculation methods are uied
to compute the growth of the be •-indary	 layer,	 which	 i.s
characterized by :our parameters. These aro the momentum
thickness n the mainflow direction, T E , the boundary layer shape
factor in the mainflow direction, H, the limiting wall streamline
angle, d, and the viscous displacement thickness, ^*.
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Y'
X'
FIGURE 27. GEOMETRY WITHIN BOUNDARY LAYER
'.long the attachment line the laminar flow equations at
point ' are:
.407 C'1/2
TE, = R, Ug %.Z
	 (23)
•	
R,, UE,.2
Cl	 (Ux; + v
	
(24
- UEY,,) 
U E
 _ (U Z 2 + V t, 2 ) 1/2	 (25)
= U	 (2e)
H	 - 2.5 4	 k27)
Z
S	 (28)
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The shape factor is chosen arbitrarily. The derivative of
equations with respect to gk must be established. As an exa
consider equation (23):
3 Et = TE Z 3C^  TEL 3 U
3 9k
	
2C Z g^k	 UE z 3gk
By differentiating equations (24) and (25) and noting that U
V  are determined from the surrounding Ui and Vi, X', an(
equation (29) can be expressed as:
3TE
	3 U,
	
3 VV	 3X Z
3 9k	 C1 k + C2 ' yk + C3 9k
Substituting expressions for the derivatives appearing in
^	 T
equation (30)  results in ^T ES' becoming a vector with each element
9k
representing the rate of change of TE with respect to change in
the kth element of the g array. Differentiating equations
(2o)-(28) results in:
=H _ 3d*
= U	 (31)
x3k
	
3 9k
	 ^gk
Each of the equations in the viscous flow computation proce-
dure is differentiated. Most are successive application of the
chain rule,	 illustrated above.	 Therefore, the mathematical
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expansions for the remaining equations will not be presented, for
clarity, unless the procedure employed differs substantially from
the above example.
Transition along the attachment line is specified by the Rey-
nolds number based on momentum thickness, R T , being greater than
100.	 Turbulent attachment line flow development is calculated
from a linear curve fit to the M,, - U solution of Smith's method
k Reference 22) :
.001u925 C7 * 83.75
LIE^
dz- 0	 (33)
H,	 - 1.45	 (34)
- J.	 l35 )
The value for the shape factor, ii i , is chosen arbitrarily.
The attachment line values of the viscous parameters are
used as starting conditions for the remainder of the boundary
layer computations. The viscous geometry on the wing is depicted
in Figure 28 for the example case of fully attached flow,
attachment line at the leading edge, and transition to turbulence
along the attachment line halfway across the span. L•'ach of the
same type of viscous regions across the span is divided into a
user supplied number of boundary layer .:alculation points. 	 Each
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f of these points correspond to the intersection of lines along the
panel centers and lines of constant ^. The local nonorthogonal
coordinate system is based on lines of constant y and constant
with the angle between the two denoted X.
LAMINAR FLOW
REGION
ATTACHMENT
LINE
-	 - 
	
--
------ ----- FLOW
LINE _	 :'" REGION
^I 1 1T ^
BOUNDARY LAYER
CALCULATION STATIONS
Wing panelling (fixed)
Boundary !aVor coordlnat" (variable)
FIGURE 28. VISCOUS REGION GEOMETRY FOR A SWEPT, TAPERED WING
The generalized nonorthogonal coordinate system introduces
metric coefficients into the viscous equations. These coeffi-
cients (h l , h2 ) represent the coordinate stretching factors,
where an element of length ds on the body surface is given by:
ds 2
 = h 1 2 dx '2 + h 2 2 c:y 12 + h lh 2 cos	 dx'dy'
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hl and h2 are dependent on X' and Y' and are described in
Appendix I.
The flow in the laminar or turbulent regions is calculated
by integrating the equations of motion: in the X' direction
(attachment line to trailing edge). The slopes of the T E , S, and
H terms are calculated at the latest points at %-.,hich these terms
	
1;	 are known from equations of the form:
	
'	 3
	
'	
r Ckj (d-x r	 = RHSk 	(37)j=l
Ckj = Coefficients based on the values of TE, 8,
H, U, V h l , h2, X', and Y' .
dT(.IV
dx' ) j	 dxE ' dx ' 7TJ= 1,2,3
RHSk = Right hand sides, based on values of TE,
B, H, U, V, hl, h2, X', and Y' .
Both the laminar and turbulent flow equations are of the form of
equation (37); however, the laminar flow equations, being a small
crossflow method, reduce to a 2x2 system of linear equations.
The solution to equation (37) is established by simple linear
algebra:
3	 _
^dX' )
	
	k=1 
C J k RHSk	 (38)
J
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if	 Trapezoidal rule integration is performed resulting in the
projected value of TE , B, and H at point Z+1:
_	 ,
vZ+1, J - v k. ] + ( dx
dv
 ' ) Z , j 4X Z	 (33)
The displacement thickness does not appear explicitly in the equa-
tions of motion in three-dimensional boundary layers. Rather,
the displacement thickness slope is calculated from the
continuity equation and is of the form:
	
Z= RHS4	 (40)
where
RHS4 = Right hand side, based on values of dT ,
d B	 dH d*, U, V, hl, h2, X', and V .
This equation is also integrated in the X' direction
d ;•5Z
+1 
_ 
5 Z + (^
	
	
_W 1Z)Z 
This equation is only applied in regions where the displacement
thickness is modelled.
Equations (37)-(41) must be differentiated with respect to
gk. Working backwards:
(41)
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d;*
1 9k	 '9k	 'X Z
	
' 9k	 49k
	 k42)
is known from the previous upstream point calculation.
39k
is available from differentiating equation (20).
;gk
^	 c+
() is determined from equation (40):
>	 ( dA *	 3 	 (RHS4),	 (43)
'9k dX Z	 '9k
(RHS4) Z a f 4TE ^, d	
dH	
S *, U, V, 1.1, h2, X' , Y' ), (44)
ARHS )	 3f	 3(dTE)	 3f	 3(	 -)	 ;f	 3(`	 )
3 9k	 3(^)	 39k	 3(dx	 3g^	 3(=1	 39k
	
^f	 35*	 -^f	 3U	 3f 3V	 3f	 ?hl
	
+ 35	 3U' 39k +	 3gk + 3 V 3gk + 'hl 3 9k
	
+ ?f	 ?h- + 3f
	
IX + a f	 Y	 (45)
' h2 ' 9k	 'X	 -'9k	 ' Y	 '9k
The 
9 
is available from the previous upstream point
I ^	 calculation.	
,gkand y	 are available from the inviscid
3 h l 3 h 2	 1Y
	
differentiations.	 )gk , ygk , and ; yk are determined from X', and
'k	 is available from differentiating equation (2U). 	 The;gk
derivatives of the slope of T E , S, and H are determined by
differentiating equation (38):
Illsr
3E	 Ci3(r)
	
_ _	 RHS1	 k-+u)
	
9k =1	
g
j	 k
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3	 , , v	 'C i j
	
dv	 RHS i
jsl (Cij3gk(,XI)j+ 3gk	 ()XI )j)	 3gk	 (47)
dv	 3	 3RHSi	 3 aCii	 dv
E
agk ( dX' ) 4 ii=1 Cj1	 ( dgk	 j-1 agk	 l	 ^) j )	 (48)
The C 3 i' t -.id ( v
	
i terms are known from equation (38). The
derivatives of RHSi and Cij are determined much the same as
accomplished for RHS4
 in equation (45).	 Equation (39) is also
	
. T	 ad	 Zdifferentiated to establish expressions for 3gk , -M, and ate.
Each of the terms in the mathematical expressions are stored
as matrices, A, B, C, and D, defined by the following
expressions:
Nunk
dU Q 	=	 -	 A Qk dgk 	(49)
k=1
Nu nk
dV Q 	=	 :	 B Zk dgk 	(50)k-1
Nu nk
dHz 	=	 C Qk dgk 	(51)
k=1
gunk
d^j =
	 DZk dgk	 (52)
k=1
These matrices are retained for use in the viscous-inviscid
interaction procedure.
The skin friction at each boundary layer calculation point
Cf l, is calculated from expressions found in the selected
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^-	 methods.	 The wall shear stress acts on the stirface in the
direction of the limiting wall streamline. Thus, the skin
friction force acting in the chordwise direction tangential to
the panel surface is:
CfX , - Cf 1 
cos ( Y + B )	 (53)
These values are converted to mean values on each surface panel
by length weighting.
The forces and moments on the aircraft surface are deter-
mined by integrating the pressure coefficient, Cp i , over the
aircraft surface and the skin friction over the surface of the
wing. A test for convergence based on a .01 change in the wing
lift coefficient is made.
The viscous-inviscid interaction is explicitly modelled by
finding the set of dgk that most nearly satisfies to first order
the conditions of the theoretical model. The theoretical model
can be mathematically stated as follows:
Aft Attached Flow: 611 -	 Z' (54)
Separated Flow: Cp 
1_
= Cpsep (55)
Wing/Trailing Edge: CPupr Cplwr
(5b)
S,
Fore Wake:	 C = CPTE + ST L	 (CPW`TE	 CPTE) (57)
Aft Wake: CPupr CPlwrz
(58)
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or where S is surface distance from wing trailing edge, S TOT is sur-
face distance from wing trailing edge to fore wake trailinc, edge,
CPTE is average value of Cp at wing trailing edge at each span,
CPWTE is value of desired Cp at fore wake trailing edge at each
span (input by user), and Cp Bep is the Cp at each of the
separation points.
A first order mathematical expansion of equations (t)4-58)
results in:
6* + do* - Z' + dZ'
	 (59)
CPR, + dCp 2 X. CPSep + dC
Psep	 ( bU )
CPupr + 
dC
Pupr - CPlwr + dCPlwr
	
(bl)
S
CPR. + dcp z
 = (1 - STOT) dCPTE
	
(b2)
CPu
P r Q 	 P
+ dCPu r 
z CPlwr2
 + dCPlwr
R,
	(63)
Noting that:
9k	 Wm2	 ; gk 	 3gk
and substituting equations (49)-(52) for the aerodynamic perturba-
tions, and derivatives of equation (21) for aZ' , equations (59)-
(63) can each be written in the form:
NUNK
E ik d9k = U	 (e^)k=1
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where _i is the difference in desired conditi,
Z' - 5`2, and the remainder of the equation is
r'
order change in _, e.g.,
HUNK
d E	 dZ'Z - d6*	
- £
	
E ;k dgk	 (66)r
k-1
The appropriate equation for each viscous region type is
applied at each viscous matching point. The solution to this set
of linear equations would represent the changes in the
displacement and slope at the region endpoints to sat. i.sfy the con-
ditions of the theoretical model. However, additional equations
are necessary to establish the X' location of each region end-
point. These equations, called region endpoint constraints, are
necessary at each region endpoint that represents an independent
unknown in the g array. These are the attachment line,
transition location, and separation location.
The desired condition at the attachment line is that the
tangential velocity on the chordwise direction, U, be zero.
Thus, the perturbation form of the equation is:
UATTCH + dUATTCH - 0•	 (67)
^he transition constraint equation for eitner the upper or
lower sur face is based on four possiuiiities:	 fixed by user,
%k
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mainf low transition, crossflow transition, o
If the user elects to fix transition at a constant local chord
fraction, the fraction is automatically converted to an X'
location, X'TR. If X'i is the value of X' at the transition
location initially, the perturbation form of the constraint
equation is:
X'i + dX'i - X'TR	 (ba)
Mainflow transition is indicated by the Reynolds number based on
momentum thickness, RT , being equal to a curve fit value of criti-
cal momentum thickness Reynolds number, RTT- RTT is a function
of Reynolds number based on surface distance RX and the
constraint equation is of the form:
RT + dRT - RTT + dRTT	 (b9)
Crossf low instability is indicated by the crossflow Reynolds num-
ber based on boundary layer thickness, R ns , exceeding a critical
value. Since a change in the crossflow transition point would
require a change on the geometry in the y direction, this
equation cannot be applied explicitly. Rather, the most upstream
location of calculated crossflow transition, if indicated, for
each span strip replaces X' TR in equation (b8). Laminar
separation is indicated by the mainflow larinar shape factor, H,
exceeding 4.0. 7h e constant equation representing the conditJon
is :
H + dH = 4.0
	 (7U)
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I The turbulent separation point is based on the nainf:
shape factor, H, exceeding 2.U. Thus;
'	 h + dH - 2.0	 (71)
Equations (68)-(71) are also converted to the form of equa-
tion (65) by substitution cf aerodynamic perturbations and geo-
metric perturbations. The number c,f equations exceeds the number
of unknowns. Thus, a method of least Square errors is applied to
obtain the solution 9 array.
The solution procedure is to minimize an error function F,
where:
F - 7-WTi(Ei- ^ijdgj) 2 + Z Wrk(Ek-jEkjdgj)	 (72)
Z',A' Equations	 X' Contraints
The first term in equation (72) represents the appropriate equa-
tion from equations (59) - (63). The weighting of each equation,
WTi, is based on surface distance and user supplied region
weighting, WTp:
WTi - (X'i+l - X'i) w'rp	 (73)
The region weight is used to force the boundary layer type equa-
tens, equation (59), to be as important as the inviscid
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equations, equations (60-lu3). Normally, a 10,000 to 1 ratio is
satisfactory.
The second term in equation (72) represents the region end-
point constraint equations, equations (b8)-(71). The weight WTk
is calculated automatically in the method and is used to keep ; .1
of these equations more important than equations in the first
term.
The method for solving equation (72) is to differentiate F
with respect to each unknown, dg, and set the resulting terms to
zero. This converts F to a system of NUNK linear equations,
which is solved by standard linear algebra.
This procedure results in a calculated vector dgk. The g
array may then be updated:
9 ' k = 4k + dgk
	 (74)
The calculation procedure is then returned to the calculation of
the AZ's.
This iterative procedure is continued until converyence is
obtained. This procedure is employed typically over a range of
angles-of-attack in two degree increments. The last converged
solution geometry provides the initial yuess for the succeeding
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angle-of-attack.	 Convergence is achieved normally in two to
three iterations.
EXAMPLE CALCULATIONS
To be able to assess the accuracy of the jet-airframe-wing
viscous effects predictions, several wing alone calculations were
performed prior to analyzing the YAV-8B powered model. These
example computations were supported by the MCAIR 1982 Independent
Research and Development Program. However, these solutions are
presented here for completeness. The wing alone geometric
parameters chosen for analysis are shown in Table I along with
the YAV-8B supercritical wing. 	 Each of these solutions is
discussed.
TABLE I. WING GEOMETRIES ANALYZED
LEADING EDGE TWISTWING SECTION ASPECT RATIO SWEEP ANGLE TAPER RATIO (dog)(dog)
NACA 4412 6.0 0 0 0
NACA 0012 5.5 20.00 0 0
NACA 64 1 - 212 6.0 37.25 0.5 0
YAV -88 SUPERCRITICAL 4.0 36.00 0.3 —8.0
(0.11 tic ROOT, 0.07 tic TIP)
NACA 4412 Rectangular veiny
The first wing alone geometry analyzed was a rectangular
planform, NACA 4412 section, aspect ratio a wing. 	 Since
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experimental force and moment data were available for this wing
at midspan, it was possible to assess the accuracy of the method
without having to deal with strong three dimensional boundary
layer effects. The predicted force and moment at midspan are com-
pared with experiment (Reference 27) in Figure 29. The predic-
tions agree well with experiment. Furthermore, this section
geometry was analyzed by the Stalled Airfoil Analysis Program
(Reference 7) with results depicted in Figure 30. Comparison of
Figure 29 and 3C show that the present method exhibits the same
trends as the two 3imensional method. This result provides confi-
dence in using the polynomial curve fits to represent the bound-
ary layer thickness and the Perturbation Analysis Method to
calculate the inviscid parameters, since the Stalled Airfoil
Analysis Program does not use either of these approximations.
NACA 0012 Swept Wing
The next case analyzed was a 2U° swept,	 NACA 0012	 section,
aspect	 ratio	 5.5	 wing on a wall. The predicted forces and mom-
ents	 are depicted	 in Figure 31. While experimental data in the
form of pressure distributions along lines normal to the leading
edge are available (Reference 28), overall force and moment data
are not available. The only force data found in this data set
was the normal force, CN , on an unswept, NACA 0012 section,
aspect ratio 6 wing. Thus, this wing geometr y was analyzed and
the predicted normal force is compared with experiment in Figure
32. Also shown is the predicted normal force for the swept wing
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Predicted
0	 Expenment IR*t 271
Rc=6x108
M" =0
b/c = 6.0
;h follows reasonable trends when compared to the
.a.
2
0	 O
1.5
0
C t
	1.0
0.5
0
	
0.	 1	 .	 1	 1	 .	 I	 l	 1	 1
	
0	 5	 10	 15	 20	 25	 0	 0.05
	 0.10 0.15 — 0.04 — 0.06 — 0.08 — 0.10
a • deg	 Cd	 C,,,
FIGURE 29. FORCE AND MOMENT PREDICTION AT MIDSPAN OF A NACA 4412,
ASPECT RATIO 6, RECTANGULAR WING
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Stair*o airfoil analysis
prognam	 . .
R C = 6 x 106	 O	 ERponmitntal IRaf 271
O
O
O
0.10	 0.20 —0.04 —0.08	 —0.12
Ca	 m
FIGURE 30. FORCE AND MOMENT PREDICTIONS
NACA 4412 Airfoil
while analyzing the swept wing case, it was discovered that
the laminar boundary layer calculations tended to become
numerically unstable near the suction peak at high angles-of-
attack (> 15 0 ). It is believed that the primary cause for the
instabilities was that the transition constraint equations did
not move the transition location far enough forward to preclude
the presence of very strong adverse pressure gradients within the
Laminar viscous regions. Successful analysis was accomplished by
considering the flow to be fully turbulent from the attachment
2.0
15
CI 1 0
0.5
°10
	
0	 10	 20 0
ANGLE-OF-ATTACK - DEG
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,/ line and fixing the beginning of the upper su
region at the leading edge. This procedure was al
remaining cases.
1.
1.
1.
0.
CL
0.
0.
0.
0	 '
0	 4	 8	 12	 16	 20	 24 0
a•DEG
FIGURE 31. NACA 0012, A = 200 , Ala = 5.5 FORCE AND MOMENT PREDICTIONS
R oo =6x 106
0.04 0.08 0.12 0.16 - 0.10 - 0.05	 0	 0.05
CD	 Cm
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i	 NORMAL
FORCE,	 0.8
CN
1.8 }
1.2
Rte= 4.7x106
Aa0', ARa8.0
Predicted
0	 Expenmant (rat 28)(Data not available
for a	 > 20')
Aa20'. ARa5.5
Predicted
0.4
0
0	 4	 8	 12	 18	 20
ANGLE-0F•A7TACK - DEG
FIGURE 32 COMPARISON OF PREDICTED NORMAL FORCE COEFFICIENT WITH
EXPERIMENT FOR WINGS WITH NACA 0012 SECTIONS
NACA 641-212 Swept and Tapered Wing
The last wing alone case analyzed was a wing with an aspect
ratio of 6, 37.25° leading edge sweep, 0.5 taper ratio, and NACA
b4 1-212 sections normal to the leading edge. The geometry is
shown in Figure 33. Comparison of predicted forces and pitching
moment with experiment are depicted in Figure 34. Separation
occurs at an angle-of-attack of twelve degrees. The preaictions
do not fully account for the detrimental effects of the flow
separation. However, comparison of the viscosity included
predictions with the viscosity ignored predictions indicate that
a substantial portion of the viscous effects are predicted.
24
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TOP VIEW
SIDE VIEW
FIGURE 33. GEOMETRY OF SWEPT AND TAPERED WING
YAV-8B Powered Model
The final test case,	 the YAV-8B powered model, was
accomplished to assess the accuracy of the complete het-airframe
interaction method.	 One of the most important interference
effects in V/STOL aerodynamics is the lift increment or decrement
due to power effects in the transition flight regime.	 If the
It
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strong	 interaction	 effects	 are	 properly
interference can be accurately preaicted.
1.2
1.0
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
4	 8	 12	 16	 20 0	 0.04	 0.08	 0.12 0.16 0.04 0.02	 0 -0.02 -0.04-0.06
Angle-of-Attack . deg
	 Co	 CM(0.25C)
FIGURE 34. COMPARISON OF PREDICTED FORCE AND MOMENT WITH EXPERIMENT
FOR A SWEPT AND TAPERED WING
The YAV-8B powered model with flaps deflected 50' was
analyzed by the MCAIR Set-airfra_ne interaction method for both
power off and power on. Viscous corrections were not included in
these calculations due to the presence of part span flaps, which
SWAP cannot analyze. The panelled representation of the geometry
with Sets is shown in Figure 35.
0L
0
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bF 50'
FIGURE 35. PANELED REPRESENTATION OF YAV-8B POWERED MODEL
The predicted lift coefficient at various angles-of-attack
is shown in Figure 3e for the YAV-8B with power off. Also shown
is the range of experimental data. While the slope of the lift
curve :.s nearly correct, the level is off significantly for not
al owing for viscous flow separation on the flap. The ultimate
7oal of SWAP is to calculate this lift aecrement, however,
further developments are required.
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Predicted(riecoaityignored)
® Expanmantal data
Meftranc• 30)
POWER OFF
T'- 4d,
V.
4	 8	 8	 10	 12	 14
ac - DEG
FIGURE 36. YAV48 POWER OFF
Two different approaches were used to predict the lift
coefficient versus angle-of-attack for the YAV-8B with power on
designed V/STOL aircraft, such as the
the large negative angle-of-attack induced by the
Set-entrainment to keep the flow on the flap attached. Thus, an
inviscid method should be able to predict the lift curve. The
first aFproach used was to utilize a single calculation of the
jet	 effects	 at	 an	 infection angle corresponding 	 to u'
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W jNV m c 7.0	 ® MCAERO Dledictlon
_ (viscosity ignored)
bf - 50
	 Ext»nmentsi date
B^ = C70'
	
(Reference 30)
POWER ON
R
1.6
1.
1.2
1.0
Ct. 0.
0.
0.4
0.2
0
4	 JET MODELED FOR a:0'
1000
/
6 	 JET :JRRECTED FOR a = 0'
8	 a`
rV"
0	 2	 4	 6	 6	 10	 12	 14
a - DEG
FIGURE 37. '. AV-88 IN TRANSITION
angle-of-attack. The solid line in Figure 37 is the predicted
result. The predicted lift coefficient at U ' anyie-of-attack is
accurate, but the slope of the lift curve is poor. The reason
for this descrepancy is that as the angle-of-attack is increased
the jet modelling is not correct. A remedy to this would be to
recalculate the jet properties at each angle-of-attack. However,
an alternative to this expensive procedure is to superimpose the
power off calculated slope of the l4.ft curve starting at the
predicted lift coefficient at 0' angle-of-attack. This procedure
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results in the dotted line in Figure 37, which is quite accurate.
The good results are not surprising since the jets act primarily
by changing the effective flap deflection, which does not change
the slope of the lift curve.
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The Subsonic Potential Flow Prograr► is accurate and
efficient for the analysis of wings, wing-fuselage combinations,
and airframe-jet configurations. The Adler-Baron Jet-in-
Crossflow Program accurately predicts jet properties for single
jets and, when used with the Wooler method for tandem jets, is
accurate for multiple jets. The Perturbation Analysis Method
accurately predicts inviscid aerodynamic properties for large
perturbations in wing geometry characteristic of strong viscous
effects. The Stalled Wing Analysis Program, incorporating the
Perturbation Analysis Method and the Wing Design Method,
correctly accounts for viscous effects for attached flow but nas
yet to achiev-a the desired reliabiliry for massive turbulent flow
separation on wings and plain wing trailing edge devices.
Efforts are continuing to eliminate this deficiency.
The present method utilizes the pilot code of the MCAIR 3-D
panel method, which requires an unnecessarily complex set of
input parameters. The production version of the MCAIR 3-D panel
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	 method has eliminated the tedious input, and, when used with
available graphics technology, the input procedure is very
simple. Thus, improvements in the Jet-Airframe-Viscous
Interaction Method can be expected when the production version of
the MCAIR 3-D panel method is incorporated.
During the course of this investigation several deficiencies
were identified in available analytical methods and experimental
data. Whereas eliminating these deficiencies represents
important research topics, it is beyond the scope of the present
effort. These recommended research goals are summarized below.
The Stalled Wing Analysis Program uses a small crossflow
lamirdr boundary layer method and a 2-D empirical correlation for
mainflow transition. These methods do not perform well together
at high angles-of-attack for swept winys. It is recommended that
an improved method for 3 -D transition be identified or aeveloped
and incorporated into the method. Futhermore, it is recommended
that a fully 3 -D laminar boundary layer method be tested against
the existing method to establish the importance of the crossflow
terms within the laminar region. The fully 3 -D turbulent
boundary layer method used introauce5 a significant amount of
numerical processing and complexity. It is not clear that the
crossflow terms are impor t ^r • enough to warrant the complexity.
Thus, it is recommended that a small crossflow turbulent boundary
layer calculation routine be incorporated into the methou and
compared with the fully 3-D method.
t
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A search of the literature for experimental data for
comparison with prediction indicated some short comings. First,
very little pressure data on swept and tapered wings character-
istic of modern aircraft were found. Second, pressure data or.
wings with flaps were not identified. Third, pressure data on
wing-fuselage combinations with and without strong jet
interactions were scarce. Lastly, detailed pressure data in the
wake of jets for realistic configurations were not found. It is
recommended that detailed experiments be performed to enlarge the
data base to include the identified cases.
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APPENDIX I - METRIC COEFFICIENTS
The metric coefficients (h l , h2, h3) establish the relation-
ship between the Cartesian coordinate system (X, Y, Z) and the
nonothogonal boundary layer coordinate system (X', Y') on the
surface of the wing. The arc length on the surface of the wing,
ds, is determined from:
ds 2 = h21 dx 2 + h2 2 dy 2 + h 3 2dxdy	 (I-1)
where
h32 = 2hl h2 cos X
	 (I-2)
and '` is the angle between the X' and Y' axes. These definitions
arise out of the use of the metric tensor, which also establishes
the relationships between the two coordinate systems:
2	 2	 a	 2hl2 = ('^) + ( air) + ( ,X )	 (I-3)
2	 2	 2
h 2 2 = ( 3Y, ) 
+ ( 7 —y-	 + (V r )	 ( I - '4)
h = 'X	
;X + 3Y	 aY + 3Z	 n	 (I-5)
3	 'X'	 3Y'	 3X'	 aY'	 a X'	 3Y'
Thus, if analytical relationships are known between (X,Y,Z) and
(X', Y'), equations (I-3)-(I-5) can be used to calculate h l , h2
and h3.
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10 Consider the wing as broken into two surfaces at the attach-
ment line, and one of these surfaces has been unwrapped and laid
flat in a plane. Assume that the unwrapping is accomplished in a
way that keeps the lines in the X' direction continuous at the
leading edge.
The (X', Y') origin is located at the junction between the
win, leading edge and wing root. The functions of Y', a, b, c,
and d, are defined as (see Figure Al):
a(y') = X' ILE (y')	 (I-b)
b(y') = X' ATT ( Y ' ) - X 'ILE (y')	 (I-7)
c(y') = X' TR ( Y') - X' ILE (y')	 (I-8)
d(y') = X' TE (y') - X' TR (y')	 (I-'!)
From these definitions and by considering the wing to be flat, X,
Y, and Z can be determined as:
Laminar Region: X = a(y') + b ( y ') 
+ ( a(y')-b(y')
a(y'=U)-b(y'-U)) (x'-b(y'=o)) (I-IU)
Turbulent Region: X = a(y') + c(y') + dd ^- (x'-c(y'=U))	 (I-11)
Y =	 y 	 2	 (I-12)( 1 +3' )
Z = 0	 (I-13)
where a' is the derivative of a with respect to y':
da( ')
a' = dy.
	
(I-14)
—
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FIGURE Al. DEFINITION OF GEOMETRIC PARAMETERS THAT ESTABLISH
METRIC COErFICIENTS
This definition of Y may seem to be unnecessarily compli-
cated ' iause of the obvious trigonometric relationship between Y
and Y'. However, the viscous computation methods require the
local value of X and Y' at each calculation point. Since the
region boundaries at each span station are allowed to move
independently, these local values can vary from one point to the
next.
The angle between the local coordinates, Xi, is defined as:
If
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Laminar Region: tan Xi	 ' 1	
-b(y=U))
(I-16)
a + b + (a(y'=0)-bby'=U))(x 
Turbulent Region: tan Xi = a' + c' +
	
d' 1
	(x'-c(y'=U))	
(I-17)
d y'=0
The metric coefficients h l , h2 and h3 are calculated by differen-
tiating equations (I-10)-(I-13) and substituting into equations
(I-3)-(I-5). The results for the turbulent regions are:
hl 
_ d(y_)
	 (I-ltd)d(y -0)
d'	 2
C(a' + c' + d(y'=0) (x'-c(y'=U))] + 1
h2 =
	 1 + a'2	
(I-19)
h3	 d(y')	 a' + c' + d'/d(y'=0) (x'-c'(y'=0))	 (I-2l')
d(y' =0)	 (1 + a'2)1/2
The metric coefficients for the laminar regions are not
used.	 The gradients of h l , h2 , and h3 in the X' and Y'
directions are established by differentiating equations
(I-18)-(I-20). Each of the equations presented in this appendix
are differentiated with respect to the g k array for inclusion in
the viscous inviscid interaction. procedure.
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